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Interview

When did you create “Paper Menu”?
That’s actually an interesting question because 

“Paper Menu” is a story I’ve come back to time and 
time again. I have a document that’s titled “Paper 
Menu (rewrites)” with one version of  the story writ-
ten in 2018 and then a completely different version 
in 2019. This version, from 2020, is the first time I’ve 
told the story in comic form instead of  as a short sto-
ry and somehow that made all the difference! 

Did you have a difficult time deciding on whether 
to add a title to your work?

I knew what the title of  the work would be, but 
I didn’t know whether or not to have a full title page. 
Ultimately, I was struck by the simple power of  a 
white on black title page. 

Perhaps the harder decision, though, was whether 
or not to have my name on the title page. While writ-
ing and drawing the comic (which is part of  a larger 
novel), I envisioned that this was a comic created by 
Vanny a few years after the events of  this story when 
she’s had a bit of  time to reflect. Therefore, I actually 
considered penning in Vanny as the author. But as a 
stand-alone piece, I think that would have been too 
confusing, so I used my name instead. But in the nov-
el, I will probably put Vanny’s name or leave the name 
off  entirely so the reader can draw their own conclu-
sions about the authorship of  the comic.  

“Paper Menu” is a powerful lens into family dy-
namics. Which parts of  this story were the easiest 
to translate into a comic? Which were the hard-
est?

Since “Paper Menu” is part of  a longer novel, I’ve 
had a lot of  time thinking about things, like how the 
apartment complex looked and what sorts of  interests 
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Vanny would have had growing up. The other girls in 
the drawing Vanny picks up—Emily, Grace, Bian, and 
Jinny—are characters whose POVs you get in the rest 
of  the novel. Actually, that panel was such a mindfuck 
(am I allowed to say fuck?) because it was me draw-
ing Vanny drawing herself  looking at a drawing that 
I drew of  her drawing of  her childhood drawing. Say 
that ten times fast.

The harder part to translate into comic form was 
the way characters related to each other. In prose, 
you can use lengthy narrative to tell the reader what 
the dynamic is between characters. But with a com-
ic, where visuals and not words are prioritized, that 
has to be done through other means. I think character 
placement on the page helped (how far apart did they 
sit or stand from each other in the panel?) as well as 
establishing routine interactions in the earlier pages.

Artists and writers are always evolving and im-
proving their craft. What are some choices you 
made in “Paper Menu” that differ from previous 
work?

This is actually the first full graphic narrative I’ve 
ever drawn, so it was really fun for me, as someone 
who’s currently at an MFA program for more tradi-
tional prose writing, to play around with a different 
form. 

Just like characters can be crafted in written lan-
guage through a well-chosen word, comics are amaz-
ing because you can change a character with a single 
line. I found it so fun to play around with the nuances 
of  expression and also the juxtaposition of  words and 
drawings: are they telling the same story? Different 
stories? Is the character lying to herself, to the audi-
ence? Why? What does Vanny the “author” want and 
how is that conveyed through Vanny the “character”? 



what I endeavor for in all my work.
Planning out the frames ahead of  time and pac-

ing the story was definitely the hardest part for me 
because I’m used to doing that with words and not 
with frames and images. It’s also much more time con-
suming to redraw frames than to rewrite prose!

Transitioning from creating artwork to ful-
ly-fledged comics can often feel daunting for art-
ists. Do you have any tips for aspiring comic writ-
ers? What were things you wish you would have 
known when you were starting out?

I’m not sure I’m the most qualified to be giving 
tips, but, this is my first full-fledged comic and it’s now 
published with Driftwood Press! So I guess my tip would 
just be to go for it! You never know what’s been brew-
ing for years that’s just waiting to turn itself  into a 
comic or short story or interpretive dance or whatever 
amazing form. Just be open to the possibilities. 

Also, remember that completing a project is an 
achievement worth celebrating. That’s something I tell 
myself  so that I actually complete any one of  the ten 
projects I’m always starting at the same time.  

What other mediums have influenced your work? 
How?

I’m a staunch believer that everything in life, es-
pecially if  it’s creative, can fuel your work. I’ve dabbled 
in a myriad of  creative outlets: break dancing, pottery, 
graphic design, piano, graffiti stenciling, DND, paint-
ing, weaving, and so on. There are certainly principles 
that apply across artistic pursuits, and especially ideas 
around space, contrast, and surprise are ones that I 
got from other artistic fields that I thought about a lot 
as I was working on this comic. 

What are your own artistic goals for the future? 
Simply, what do you want to do next?

Now that I’ve written one comic, I’m excited 
to try out more (maybe with color next time?). I’m 
also, as I mentioned above, working on a novel that’s 
mostly traditional prose, with the exception of  “Paper 
Menu.” Hoping to get a first draft of  that done some 
time this year and then publish my first book!

What do either of  them get? As a professor of  mine 
often said, “the difference between what the character 
wants and what the character gets is story.” 

There are several moments in the comic where 
speech bubbles are obscured by a character in 
the foreground, adding layers of  complexity and 
character building to this intimate story. Is this 
a technique you have used before? What do you 
think can be gained in these moments where 
parts of  the dialogue might be lost?

I think because drawing comics is new to me, it’s 
easier to break with convention because I don’t re-
ally know what convention is! Generally, I felt more 
free to do what fit the needs of  the characters. That’s 
why Vanny’s dialogue bubbles are in black and Vanny’s 
mother’s dialogue runs on and on and is often ob-
scured by other characters (often Vanny herself). Kids 
often tune out what their parents say, and since the 
story is told from Vanny’s perspective, we get what 
she hears and not the whole story, even if  we as read-
ers might want to know the full extent of  what her 
mother is saying! I tried to leave enough in so that an 
interested reader might be able to piece it together if  
they wanted to. 

What font do you use for the dialogue? Outside of  
the consistency, it almost appears handwritten. 
What do handwritten fonts add to a text—espe-
cially one narrated as yours is?

My handwriting is exceptionally awful, so I had 
to create a font based off  of  my handwriting so that it 
would be consistent and legible enough to read!

I also wanted the whole comic to have an intimate 
feel to it, almost claustrophobically so, hence why I 
chose not to use standard fonts. The only place where 
you see a standard font is with the “fancy” menu and 
I think it adds to the feeling of  this meal being some-
thing beyond their means. 

What was the hardest part of  crafting the piece?
My back! Hunching over a Cintiq (drawing tab-

let) for hours every day takes its toll on you physically. 
But in all seriousness, I think it was evoking emotions 
through characters that felt human, which is really 
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